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Wow. Fresh from watching the
three-minute video highlights
clip from my wedding day (with
my hubby and a big glass of

Prosecco, of course), I have butterflies. Big time.
I fully realise that this is going to sound like I’m
on commission for a videographer or 10, but I’m
honestly not. I’m just a recent bride who almost
didn’t get a wedding film.

THE NUMBERS GAME
Let’s rewind. The conversation went like this:
“Venue: tick. Photographer: tick. Hair and make-
up: tick. Filmmaker... hmmm, not really essential,
is it? Let’s think about it andmaybe, if the budget
stretches, we’ll do it.”

This isn’t an unusual chat for an engaged
couple to have. Although wedding films have
been around for years – and technology has
improved significantly – a lot of people still view
a wedding film as a luxury; something to add on
if there’s money to spare at the end.

I write about weddings for a living so regularly
chat to brides, and many of them disregard
the wedding film initially. Then, a month or two
before the big day, they start a panicked search
on realising they want one. Those who don’t get
one often say the day went by too fast and they
wish they could remember more. As for those
who have taken the plunge? It’s usually one of
the things in the ‘I’m so glad I did that’ category.

You’d think my experiences would’ve made
me book a filmmaker immediately... but, no. It
came down to budget (what if we only watched
it once then it sat and gathered dust for years?)
as well as worry about the pressure of having
camera and video lenses in our faces. Surely our
photos, which we were paying a handsome sum
for, would be enough?

But as the day grew closer, the fear of it
passing in a surreal flash became really real –
and a little scary.

BEST DECISION
It didn’t take long until we landed on our
chosen filmmaker’s website. His masterpieces
mesmerised us where others had us reaching
for the fast-forward button and the quality was
great, topped off with spot-on editing and

perfect soundtracks. He quashed my second
fear instantly, branding himself as ‘discreet’
and – no exaggeration – I didn’t see him on
the day until he came to say goodbye! How
he captured all those beautiful moments whilst
being virtually invisible amazes me.

Knowing he was there, though, gave me a lot of
comfort. As the day whizzed by and I tried to cling
on to every chat, hug and dance, I had peace of
mind that I’d be able to relive it over and over
again from the comfort of my living room.

The film opens with the view I had of my
surroundings while getting my make-up done in
the morning, and suddenly I’m transported right

back to the day, butterflies and all. I can see
the banter between the guests that I missed
as they arrived, watch everyone sipping fizz in
the sun as we posed for our photos and hear
the most hilarious parts of the speeches I’d
completely forgotten.

As cringe as it can be to listen to my own
voice on film, it’s so special to be able to see
ourselves as we exchanged vows – and take in
the smiles (and tear stains!) on the faces of those
around us.

If you’re deliberating over whether or not to
get a wedding film, or have already glided over
it, think again. When the décor is packed away,
the honeymoon is over and the gifts have been
delivered, eagerly awaiting your day on film is a
sure-fire way to keep the spark going.

Then fast-forward 20 years. Picture settling
down with your other half and a cuppa,
reminiscing over your wedding day. And
imagine the warm, fuzzy feeling of explaining
to your wee ones what marriage is all about,
sharing the promises you made, word for word.
It’s an investment that will last a lifetime, and in
the words of the many brides I’ve interviewed,
I’m so glad we did it.

“As the day grew
closer, the fear of it

passing in a surreal
flash became really

real – and a little
scary”
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WRITER CLA IRE MUIR ALMOST
D IDN ’T GET A WEDD ING F I LM –

BUT THEN SHE HAD A LAST-M INUTE
CHANGE OF HEART. SHE EXPLA INS

WHY IT WAS ONE OF THE
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SEE PICTURES FROM CLAIRE’S WEDDING DAY ON P70 OF YOUR FREE COPY OF Scottish Wedding Venues!
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